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I

The project of somaesthetics—briefly defined as the critical study and 
meliorative cultivation of the experience and use of one’s body as a site of 
sensory appreciation (aesthesis) and creative self-fashioning—emerged from 
two main philosophical roots. First, it built on pragmatist aesthetics, which 
highlights the active, sentient body or soma as the necessary energetic 
ground and skilled medium for our capacities of artistic creation and 
aesthetic appreciation. Second, somaesthetics drew on the classical idea of 
philosophy as a meliorative art of living in which the soma again plays a 
formative role as the medium for all our experience, perception, and action. 
Hence the quest for self-knowledge and self-improvement should involve 
somatic self-cultivation.1

Although Western philosophy provided the initial insights for 
somaesthetics, East-Asian thought and particularly classical Chinese 
philosophy soon became a continuing inspiration in my somaesthetic 
research. As traditional East-Asian aesthetics highlights the value of somatic 
training for perfecting one’s artistry, so Chinese ethical theory insists that 
critical self-examination is both crucial for moral progress and also 
intrinsically somatic in character. Confucian Analects 1:4 invokes the idea 
of examining thrice daily one’s embodied self: san xing wu shen三省吾身, 
the ancient word for person, self, and body being the same character 身 
(shen). Another Confucian classic, The Great Learning (Da Xue), highlights 
somatic self-cultivation (xiushen 修身, cultivation of one’s embodied person 
or shen) as the key ethical foundation for harmoniously governing self, 
family, and society. “Their persons [or bodies, i.e. shen] being cultivated, 
their families were regulated. Their families being regulated, their states 
were rightly governed. Their states being rightly governed, the whole 
kingdom was made tranquil and happy.”2 In different ways, Daoism also 
emphasizes somatic cultivation or xiushen, which it often interprets in terms 
of shoushen (守身, protecting the body). Zhuangzi, noting that the ancient 
sages who “clarified the great Way” made sure to “cultivate their persons” 
(xiushen), urges us: “Diligently cultivate your [own] person (xiushen)” 
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instead of paying attention “to externals.”3 Shoushen and xiushen are 
combined in the following Zhuangzi injunction: “Carefully guard your 
body [shoushen], and leave other things to prosper themselves. I guard the 
one so as to dwell in harmony. Thus have I cultivated my person (xiushen) 
for one thousand two hundred years and my physical form has still not 
decayed.”4

The classical Confucian Chinese tradition insists on the body’s crucial 
role both in art and in the ethical, meliorative art of living pursued through 
self-knowledge and self-cultivation. It also distinctively combines these 
themes in an extraordinarily productive way by making the practices of art-
making and art-appreciation an integral part of one’s ethical practices of 
self-examination and self-refinement. In contrast to Western philosophy’s 
ethical suspicion of the arts, the Analects of Confucius emphasize the arts of 
music and poetry (along with ritual) as ethically crucial, while Xunzi builds 
on these insights to provide detailed arguments for music’s (and ritual’s) 
capacities for providing personal refinement as well as social attunement 
and harmony.5 Chinese thought is further distinctive in highlighting 
painting’s prominence among the arts of ethical self-examination and self-
cultivation. My essay explores a genre of painting that is especially central 
to China’s literati tradition of self-cultivation and that is saliently 
somaesthetic: the genre of ink-wash painting which the Chinese call shuimo 
hua 水墨画, a term more literally rendered as ink and water painting.

I begin by outlining the important somatic aspects of ink-wash painting 
and the close link of this genre to the art of calligraphy, through their shared 
use of brush, ink, and water and through their shared aesthetic views 
concerning the proper use of such media in making words and images. By 
means of the same calligraphic connection, I explain how shuimo hua served 
the Confucian literati tradition as a form of self-cultivation. I then articulate 
six tensions in calligraphy that can be particularly useful for projects of self-
examination and self-refinement because they help situate the creative, 
individual self within a wider social and historical setting. Some of these 
tensions, I argue, are shared by shuimo hua, which so often combines 
calligraphy with painting. The paper’s next section compares Chinese 
writing’s use of the brush to Western writing’s use of the stylus or pen, 
exploring how these differences affect the ways that representational marks 
on paper can serve the purposes of self-examination and self-cultivation and 
how such differences in tools of expression can suggest different notions of 
expressive style. Here, as my Western example for contrast, I discuss 
Benjamin Franklin’s literary-graphic method of self-analysis and self-
improvement. The paper’s final sections discuss some prominent examples 
of literati shuimo hua that demonstrate its use for self-expression and self-
refinement. I conclude by examining how the contemporary painter Pan 
Gongkai exemplifies this historically rich and still vibrant literati tradition, 
preserving it by creatively renewing it.
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II

Ink-wash painting is done with a brush by applying black ink of varying 
density of color, which is produced by grinding an ink stick in water, though 
sometimes additional coloring is added to the black ink forms. The genre 
thus employs the same materials as traditional Chinese calligraphy and 
demands the same trained skill in making brush strokes. Traditionally made 
from bamboo for the stem and with some type of animal hair for the head, 
brushes can provide diverse pictorial qualities because of their different sizes 
and types of hair. The different densities of ink and different styles of brush 
strokes that the artist applies provide further variety. Thus, despite the 
simplicity of the medium, a skilled artist of the calligraphic or ink-wash 
brush can produce an extraordinary range of expressive qualities; indeed, 
even a single brush stroke of black ink can convey a rich variety of color 
shades and tonalities of expression.

Unlike the European tradition of writing, performed with a pen or stylus 
(from which the West derived its concept of style), traditional Chinese 
writing used the brush. What the West calls calligraphy—etymologically 
indicating “pretty writing or drawing,” derived from the Greek words 
“kalos” (beautiful) and “graphein” (writing or drawing or scratching a 
mark)—is meant to be distinguished as remote from normal writing. But 
calligraphy was in fact normal writing for traditional Chinese culture. Such 
writing is designated by the Chinese term shufa (书法 or in the older script 
書法), which literally means writing method or script method.6 But this does 
not imply that the visual beauty of such writing was not extremely important. 
Indeed, beauty and expressive quality in the brush strokes of one’s writing 
were highly prized in the scholarly tradition of China. The fact that literary 
scholars (if not all highly literate people) were rigorously trained and well-
practiced in using brush and ink increased the prevalence of skills not only 
for painting but also for the expert appreciation of painterly qualities and 
meanings. It likewise encouraged scholar artists to combine their brushed 
literary texts with brushed pictorial expression in a compound artwork of 
poetry, calligraphy, and painting.

In the Confucian tradition of self-examination and self-cultivation through 
the arts, literary scholars could pursue knowledge, refinement, and 
harmonization of their persons through these three sister arts of the brush, 
which by the time of the Yuan Dynasty (1368-1644) were firmly linked and 
known as “the three perfections” (san jue 三绝). The fundamental unity of 
calligraphy and painting was widely recognized and frequently asserted 
through the saying “shu hua tong yuan”: “calligraphy [or more broadly 
writing] and painting share the same origin.” Indeed, this common origin can 
be seen in the traditional Chinese characters for these terms shu 書 and hua 畫, 
whose top radicals—suggesting a hand holding a brush—are identical, and 
whose bottom radicals are also rather similar in form, with shu’s connoting a 
writing surface like paper or silk, and hua’s connoting the division of a field.7
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The masterful use of the brush is obviously a bodily act requiring somatic 
skill. The proper writing of a Chinese character is not simply a matter of 
producing the right visual appearance; proper form means the proper sequence 
of brush strokes made in the proper direction. Moreover, the creation of 
skilled brush strokes involves not only the hand wielding the brush but the 
soma (or shen) as a whole: one’s vision, proprioceptive and kinesthetic 
feelings, one’s energy, balance, breathing, and emotions—all influence the 
quality of the brush stroke. The strongly somatic dimension of brush strokes 
helps explain why “people with no previous acquaintance with Chinese 
culture react to calligraphy with immediate, even visceral, excitement.”8 They 
sense implicitly through their bodies the dynamic expression of the brush 
strokes despite not being able to read the characters. A Chinese scholar skilled 
in the art of the brush could read not only the characters he makes but also 
the state of his own mind merely by looking at the quality of his brush strokes. 
Similarly, by simply practicing his use of the brush (often by imitating 
exemplary models), he could increase his refinement.

Before exploring the role and powers of ink and brush for self-knowledge 
and self-cultivation, I should begin by articulating how the somatic 
dimension of brush use in calligraphy and ink-wash painting finds clear 
expression in the terminology and imagery through which these arts are 
described. Indeed, a key principle of such art is that brush strokes provide 
an external expression and artistic transformation of the creative energy or 
qi (气) residing in the artist’s body and guiding his use of the brush. First, we 
should note the bodily analogies of the materials. If ink and water can be 
likened to bodily fluids like blood and lymph, then the hair of the brush 
suggests human hair and skin, while the hard bamboo stem can be likened 
to bone or more generally the skeletal frame. The union of brush and ink 
thus combines the body’s hard and soft dimensions: its hard skeletal frame 
together with its liquids and soft skin, hair, and flesh. Second, the brush 
strokes themselves are described in somatic terms: not only as bones and 
flesh and blood but also as arteries (mai), sinew (jin), and bone marrow 
(sui).9 Though the brush hair is soft compared to the bamboo stem, the 
brush stroke itself is sometimes characterized as bone or sinew so as to 
contrast it to the ink, which is likened to flesh. Here is a quote to that effect 
from the Bizhentu 笔阵图 or Battle Array of the Brush by Wei Shuo, a 
famous woman calligrapher who lived from 272–349.

Calligraphy by those good in brush strength has much bone; that by 
those not good in brush strength has much flesh. Calligraphy that has 
much bone but slight flesh is called sinew-writing; that with much flesh 
but slight bone is called ink-pig. Calligraphy with much strength and 
rich in sinew is of sage-like quality; that with neither strength nor sinew 
is sick. Every writer proceeds in accordance with the manifestation of 
their digestion and respiration of energy (xiao xi).10
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Beyond these matters of terminology, the energetic, dynamic somatic 
dimension of artistic brush work is emphasized in the first two canons of Xie 
He’s famous fifth-century treatise on the Six Principles of Painting (绘画六
法, Huihua Liufa). The first canon or principle is “qiyun shengdong” (气韵
生动), which can be translated as energy resonating, life-giving movement, 
but qi also means breath and yun means harmony as well as resonance. The 
second principle, “gufa yongbi” (骨法用笔) can be rendered quite literally as 
“the bone method of using the brush,” but it is more elegantly expressed as 
“skeletal patterning using brush,” where the brush stroke serves as the firm 
patterning instrument (around which the ink adheres as flesh) to express 
dynamic energy. The term gu (骨) is anatomically translated as “bone” but 
means something more and other than this in the dominantly physiological-
functional (rather than anatomical) orientation of Chinese medicine. Not 
only does gu have a general structural role connected with skeletal bones, it 
also has the function of both storing and transmitting energy. That is why 
brushwork with superior energy is identified with bone.11

In the somaesthetics of Chinese art, the requisite energy for good 
brushwork is not confined to the hand that holds the brush and the eyes and 
arms that guide its movements. Rather the whole body’s energy is involved, 
so that the brushwork is indeed an expression of the body or person as a 
whole (recalling that the Chinese word shen身 means both body and person). 
Moreover, as a famous fable from Zhuangzi clearly suggests, the best 
painting derives from the energetic yet tranquil power that radiates from a 
confidently unstressed body.

Lord Yuan of Sung wanted to have some pictures painted. The crowd of 
court clerks all gathered in his presence, received their drawing panels, 
and took their places in line, licking their brushes, mixing their inks, so 
many of them that there were more outside the room than inside it. 
There was one clerk who arrived late, sauntering in without the slightest 
haste. When he received his drawing panel, he did not look for a place 
in line, but went straight to his own quarters. The ruler sent someone to 
see what he was doing, and it was found that he had taken off his robes, 
stretched out his legs, and was sitting there naked. “Very good,” said 
the ruler. “This is a true artist!”12

Here the artist’s care for his own body is presented as being even more 
essential for true artistry than is his care for his essential media of ink and 
brush and the drawing surfaces of silk and paper. The body, therefore, 
appears as the primary and essential medium for art as well as for life. 
Emphasizing the body’s primordial importance by highlighting how the 
“true artist” strips down to nakedness, Zhuangzi further suggests that the 
whole body is important for painting by underlining the artist’s leg-stretching 
rather than mentioning any preparatory exercise of the hand and eyes, 
whose use is obviously crucial in painting. Besides evoking the idea of a 
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relaxed posture, the pose of sitting naked with stretched-out legs suggests a 
body that can more directly absorb environing energy by being unclothed 
and having more contact with the ground, while also allowing the energy to 
circulate more freely by not having one’s limbs bent or flexed.

This striking anecdote acquired great prominence in the shuimo hua 
tradition because it highlighted the genre’s distinctive somatic dimension. Its 
verbal image of disrobing and stretching oneself out naked jieyi panbo luo  
(解衣盘礴裸), shortened to jieyi panbo, was transformed into a term frequently 
used in painting criticism to describe the bodily performative process of 
painting, including its initial stages before the artist applies his brush to ink 
and paper. Certain popular painters even attracted crowds who wished to 
witness the somatic dimension of their painterly performance rather than just 
imagining it from its traces in the completed painting. For many painters in 
this genre, a key part of their preparation consisted of deeply absorbing the 
spirit of the objects to be painted, which sometimes involved somatically 
identifying with those objects through posture or gesture. For example, when 
a certain painter “painted bamboo…his own body…was transformed in 
concert with bamboo.”13 Consider, moreover, this more dramatic example 
that evokes the nakedness of the Zhuangzi example:

When Bao Ding of Xuan Cheng City paints a tiger, he always sprinkles 
water and sweeps the room, gets rid of any human voice, closes the door 
and window, and gets light by chopping a hole in the roof. He drinks 
one bowl of wine, takes off his clothes, puts his hands and feet on the 
floor, and stalks up and down, looking around, regarding himself as a 
true tiger. He drinks another bowl of wine, picks up his brush, and 
wields it. He will go away whenever his yi [idea] has passed, not caring 
whether the painting is completed.14

Of course, painters were not obliged to practice this extravagant 
choreography of painting nor present it as public performance; indeed they 
typically sought to work in solitude so as to avoid the distraction of other 
eyes. But these tales of dynamic physical movement serve to underline the 
dynamic movement in the painting itself, the dance of the brush on silk or 
paper that is an extension of the dancing energy of the painter’s soma.

III

Having demonstrated the striking somatic dimension of calligraphy’s and 
ink-wash painting’s art of the brush, we can now consider how such art was 
deployed in the key Confucian pursuits of self-knowledge and self-
cultivation. We should begin by distinguishing between two groups or 
traditions of painters. On the one hand, there were the so-called academic 
painters who were professionals employed by the imperial court or supported 
by wealthy patrons and by the sale of their paintings. These professional or 
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academic artists did not possess the rich classical literary education of 
Confucian scholars nor did they aspire to the classical Confucian ideal of 
governmental service. They focused on being skilled professionals in their 
artistic craft of creating beautiful objects; and as elite artisans, they 
constituted the dominant tradition in Chinese painting through the Sung 
dynasty. In contrast, the second tradition of painters, who were known as 
scholar-gentlemen (shidafu 士大夫) or literati (wenren 文人), comprised a 
richly learned class of scholars dedicated to Confucian thought and ideals, 
including the ideal of self-cultivation through humanistic learning and the 
arts that, in principle (if not always in practice), would prepare them for 
important governmental service through the scholarship they displayed.

In Confucian society, such scholar-gentlemen were regarded as socially 
superior to the artisan class. Unlike the academic artists who focused on the 
making of beautiful objects as their profession and source of income, the 
literati artists painted more as a means of self-expression, self-cultivation, 
and harmonization, much in the same way that they composed poetry or 
made music or wrote philosophical texts. It was all part of the Confucian 
melioristic quest for continuous refinement. This difference of artistic 
approaches reflects the central distinction Aristotle made between poiesis 
and praxis, a distinction that greatly influenced the entire Western tradition 
of art by marginalizing art from the ethics of character and the practice of 
life. Art, he claims, is a form of making (poiesis) that has its goal and object 
outside the act or process of making and outside the person who is the 
maker (its end and value being wholly in the object made). Action (praxis), 
on the other hand, has its end both in itself (the process or acts of action) 
and in the agent or actor, who is affected by how he acts, though allegedly 
not by what he makes.15 The goal of China’s professional painters was to 
produce external objects, while the essential aim of the literati artists was to 
use the processes of artistic creation to express and refine their selves. Art 
and the ethics of self-cultivation were thus essentially linked.

This fundamental difference of ideology was also reflected in style. If the 
academic painters often sought to impress through very large paintings with 
complex brush strokes often with added color, the literati style was much 
more modest and simple, specializing in plain ink and based on the brush 
strokes learned from calligraphy. Rather than seeking to impress, the 
literati’s goal in painting was the expression of a brush style that conveyed 
the artist’s inner state and the style or spirit of his character. With the start 
of the Yuan dynasty, this so-called “amateur” tradition became dominant in 
Chinese painting and was able “to hold that position for the remainder of 
the history of Chinese painting, except for a brief resurgence of the Academy 
tradition in the early Ming Period.”16 We should not forget the sociopolitical 
conditions that spurred the flourishing of literati art in the Yuan, after the 
Southern Song dynasty’s final fall to the Mongolian conquest in 1279. The 
policies of the new, non-Chinese Yuan rulers, resulted in marginalizing the 
Confucian scholar-class from governmental service and social power, thus 
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spurring them to channel their energies and talents more narrowly into 
artistic pursuits.

Having learned and perfected their painterly brushwork through the sister 
art of calligraphy, the literati often insisted on the fundamental unity of 
these two arts: not only by repeating the phrase shu hua tong yuan, but also 
by describing the act of painting in terms of the verb to write, xie (写), and 
sometimes by even praising good literati painting by calling it writing in 
contrast to the allegedly inferior academic painting style, which they called 
“depicting” (miao 描) and which they denigrated as being the style of “a 
vulgar craftsman.”17 As the calligraphic tradition developed, the styles of 
some famous great calligraphers were preserved (sometimes even in stone 
carvings), and these stylistic models served as exemplars for aspiring literati 
to master. Such mastery involved self-cultivation through the absorption of 
the valued traditional styles, an absorption process that was distinctively 
somatic because it involved emulating the making of the brush strokes in 
their proper sequence of bodily movements (including rhythmic and 
energetic dimensions of movement) rather than simply reproducing the 
character’s visual shape or form. But such self-cultivation through emulation 
of masters also involved self-expression because the complex dynamics of 
the movement of brush and ink are always mediated by the particular 
somatic habits and current feelings of the artist. Brush work therefore 
provided a means for the artist to express and read his own inner character, 
his current mood or energetic state through its external pictorial manifestation 
in ink, a representation whose meaning thus went beyond the conceptual 
meaning of the words or objects painted by the brush.

Although such graphological expressions of character, mood, and energy 
were principally done for the artist’s own self-analysis and improvement, his 
brushstrokes could also be used by other expert artists and connoisseurs to 
appraise not only the artist’s skill but also his inherent style or character. 
Indeed, in the shuimo hua tradition, artistic quality was intimately connected 
to the painter’s character. As James Cahill explains: “The literati artists 
believed…that quality in a painting, the kind of painting that would be 
recognized by the sensitive connoisseur but might escape the ordinary viewer, 
derived from admirable qualities in the mind who had created it and had little 
to do with techniques that could be learned. Given this idea that ‘One saw the 
man in his painting,’” the literati artists sought to improve their personal, 
humanistic qualities through self-cultivation. Therefore the disciplines they 
pursued “were not those normally included in ‘studying painting’”; instead 
“they comprised such matters as sharpening one’s sense of style and becoming 
familiar with old styles through the study of antique paintings; perfecting 
one’s brushwork, partly through the practice of the companion art of 
calligraphy; and refining one’s perceptions and taste through constant, 
dedicated immersion both in nature and in the literati culture.”18

Since poetry was a very prominent expression of such culture, the literati 
painters often composed and inscribed poems to accompany their pictures. 
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Such poetic expression only reinforced the basic tenet that literati artists 
regarded their works “as intimate statements of personal feeling” rather 
than mere pretty objects independent of one’s personality. Literati artists 
pursued their art as a form of self-expression that was also meant to reveal 
or communicate their personal thoughts to others. This is clear “not only 
from theoretical writings but from many appreciatory inscriptions attached 
to paintings by later writers” and from their own confessions.19

Their expressive self-cultivation through artistic brushwork also clearly 
involved somaesthetic refinement because one’s body—which Chinese 
medicine conceived not so much as an organization of physical things but as 
an organic field of energies—could be aesthetically reshaped through art’s 
harmonies in the sense that one’s energies were attuned better. Through the 
practice of art, not only could the good artist become more attractive as an 
embodied person (radiating the harmonies established through her art), but 
could allegedly live better and even longer, as some influential theorists also 
argued. Consider the following remarks by Wang Yu:

By learning painting, people can cultivate a gentle disposition, cleanse 
the vexed temper, break the eccentric mood, release the restless drive, 
and admit the calm marrow. People in the past said that landscapists 
had long lives because they were fostered by vapor and cloud and there 
was nothing but vigor and vitality before their eyes. Since most of the 
great landscapists from ancient times down to today have enjoyed long 
lives, this might be true.20

Though these remarks may sound extravagant, it remains a fact that each of 
the “so-called Four Great Masters of the late Yüan—Huang Gongwang, Wu 
Chen, Ni Zan, and Wang Meng…produced his finest work in his seventies 
or eighties,” and that, more generally speaking, good artists, whether in 
painting or in calligraphy, were thought to improve with age.21

To conclude this section, consider six ways that calligraphic brushwork 
provides a useful tool for self-examination and self-stylizing cultivation by 
helping the artist situate the act of expression within wider contexts that are 
both personal and more broadly cultural. Each of these ways involves 
navigating between two contrasting aspects of calligraphy. One’s character 
or mood is expressed by how these different dualities are negotiated in the 
calligraphic act. First, there is the contrast between the established form and 
shared meaning of the character (which has a standardized number of 
strokes of a certain kind in a certain order with a defined conceptual 
meaning) and, on the other hand, the specific writing style of the artist in 
using the brush. Second, there is the contrast between the popular or 
democratic nature of writing characters—all literate people can do it—and 
the superior, refined skill of expressive brush writing that the expert 
calligrapher develops through his training. Here the expert calligrapher 
embodies the ideal of a cultivated gentleman who both shares practices with 
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common people but also elevates those practices to a higher level of 
refinement, thus providing an exemplar for educating and leading the less 
refined.

Third, as the making of conventionally defined characters involving an 
established procedural order, direction, and number of brush strokes that is 
learned through a process of repetitive training to improve efficiency in 
writing, calligraphy relies on the procedural muscle-memory of habit and 
thus is automatic. But as an artistic expression it involves the artist’s 
spontaneity and free will; the repetitive habit is a background mechanism or 
skill on which the artist relies to expresses his spontaneous feelings and 
stylistic choices. In this way, one can say that shufa has fa or method but is 
also something other than fa. Fourth, while a calligrapher may have an 
enduring characteristic personal style or quality that is recognizable from 
one work to another (and even across the different generic calligraphic styles 
that he imitates), the writer’s brush strokes also express the varying contexts 
and changing energies or feelings that animate or inspire his use of the brush. 
As visible indicators of the mood and energy that produce the brush strokes, 
calligraphy and ink-wash painting provide the artist a tool of self-knowledge, 
a measure of his somatic vitality, tranquility and body-mind balance, just as 
it supplies a tool to cultivate or improve such balance by its channeling and 
regulating of energy and feeling.

A fifth contrast is premeditation versus spontaneity. Although the actual 
movement of the brush must be smoothly spontaneous rather than hesitating 
or halting with deliberation, its unforced flow of qi energy must be somewhat 
pre-structured by a specific artistic intention, meaning, or idea (which need 
not be a visual mental image) in the artist’s mind. Hence the Chinese saying 
“yi zai bi xian” (意在笔先), meaning “thought precedes brush.” Wang Xizhi 
(303–361), who is often described as the sage of calligraphy, thus writes: 
“Those who are going to do calligraphy usually concentrate and meditate 
quietly while pretending to grind the ink in order to develop in their minds 
the sizes, the postures, both horizontal and vertical, and the vibrations of the 
forms of the characters, and to make their sinew and vein (jin mai 筋脉) 
linked together. [First, to ensure that] yi precedes the brush, then to write 
the characters.”22 Zhuangzi’s story of the artist preparing by sitting 
comfortably undressed on the floor with legs extended could suggest this 
calmly meditative preparation of realizing his yi before taking up the brush.

The sixth pair of calligraphic contrasts is tradition and innovation. The 
skilled artist deeply respects tradition and first develops his own talent by 
emulating the tradition’s cherished exemplars, which guide him in the quest 
for self-cultivation. But as that quest also involves the artist’s own self-
knowledge and refining self-stylization, calligraphic art likewise involves 
some innovative self-expression. Ink-wash painting (intimately linked to 
calligraphy and often containing calligraphic colophons or poems) displays 
the same blend of deeply respectful emulation of traditional styles, themes, 
and exemplars together with creative self-expression. In the same way, its 
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use of the brush combines trained habit and spontaneity, enduring personal 
style and changing contexts of mood, energy, and qualities of ink, brush, 
and paper.23

The artist Pan Gongkai provides a fine contemporary example of 
integrating the ink-wash painting tradition with personal stylistic innovation, 
but we should approach his work by first discussing some important 
traditional exemplars of this genre and its use for self-examination and self-
cultivation. However, before considering those exemplars from the Yuan 
and Ming dynasty—Wu Zhen, Wang Meng, Ni Zan, and Shen Zhou—it is 
instructive to contrast the Chinese use of the brush for self-examination 
with one prominent Western example of using the pen for such projects of 
self-knowledge and self-improvement.

IV

Chinese literary culture can be characterized as a brush culture in contrast 
to Western culture where writing is traditionally done with the stylus or pen. 
The brush is soft while the stylus is hard, inscribing marks by carving or 
penetrating a smooth wax surface. The word “stylus,” from which the 
Western concept of style derives, is based on the Latin word stilus meaning 
a pointed stake or hard pointed instrument (often of metal) for writing on 
wax tablets. The French word for pen, “stylo,” obviously derives from this 
term, while the English word “pen” is thought to derive either from the 
Latin “penna” or “pinna” for “feather,” whose hard pointed tip makes the 
quill pen, or from a still older root of “pinna” that in Proto-Indo-European 
language designates a sharp point. In contrast to the hard, dead stylus, the 
Chinese word for style, fengge 风格, has its root in the word feng 风 which 
means wind, suggesting moving spirit and life. The term feng was even used 
to classify the different types or styles of ancient Chinese odes according to 
the different regions from which they derived. More generally, feng as wind 
can be seen as the external expression of the qi (energy or breath) within a 
person. If the artist’s inner qi creates the work as its external expression, 
then this expression in turn exhibits that dynamic energy in terms of the 
work’s feng, its style or atmosphere that conveys moving energy as the wind 
does. Moreover, we should note that with respect to calligraphy, individual 
personal writing styles that have proven so influential as to define a more 
generic style (such as Zhao-ti, Ou-ti, Yuan-ti) are all designated by the word 
“ti” (體 or in modern simplified form 体), which is a word signifying body 
and used explicitly to refer to the body’s limbs (as in its four limbs or si ti). 
This is further evidence of the intimate link of calligraphy to the body, as a 
style is identified with the work of the artist’s bodily limbs.

In any case, the hard, narrow point of the stylus or pen can be contrasted 
to the softer brush, which instead can spread its ink more broadly, freely, 
and diversely. This enables not only more varieties of tone, line, and texture 
but also much more diverse and dynamic expressive qualities that such 
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varieties of brushwork can convey. By using the center or tip of the brush, 
one makes a “round” brush stroke and achieves a thinner or finer line, while 
by using the edge of the brush, one gets a squarer effect. By holding the 
brush at middle point (zhong feng) perpendicular to the paper one gets a 
different effect than when one holds the brush in a slant (pian feng); when 
one presses the soft brush hard onto the paper one gets a heavier effect than 
when one touches it only gently on the paper; and the same stroke may start 
out heavy and end lightly or vice versa, or be heavy in the middle and light 
at the ends or vice versa. Similarly through the different ways the brush is 
dipped in ink, the single black ink can admit of different colors or shades 
that are traditionally described as “thick, thin, dry, and moist.” In short, as 
Wen Fong argues, “Brush and ink, in their infinite line-and-surface, bone-
and-flesh, hard-and-soft, and dry-and-wet combinations, can theoretically 
represent or signal everything in the universe,” including I would add the 
many shades of meaning and feeling in the artist’s heart and mind.24

One way to appreciate the nuanced subtlety and variety of self-expression 
in the calligraphic and ink-wash painterly tradition is to compare it to a 
famous Western example of graphic writing as a tool for self-examination 
and self-cultivation. It comes from the great American thinker Benjamin 
Franklin, a late eighteenth-century Enlightenment polymath who achieved 
great success in the fields of literature, science, and politics. If his integration 
of humanistic learning and high-ranking government service exemplifies a 
Confucian ideal, so does his philosophical attitude of moral, melioristic 
striving. Franklin sought to cultivate his character by a rigorous project of 
self-examination and self-improvement structured around thirteen virtues, a 
project he initiated as a young man of twenty and continued to practice 
throughout his life. His autobiography describes these thirteen virtues as 
follows:

1. Temperance. Eat not to Dullness. Drink not to Elevation. 2. Silence. 
Speak not but what may benefit others or yourself. Avoid trifling 
Conversation. 3. Order. Let all your Things have their Places. Let 
each Part of your Business have its Time. 4. Resolution. Resolve to 
perform what you ought. Perform without fail what you resolve. 5. 
Frugality. Make no expense but to do good to others or yourself: 
i.e. Waste nothing. 6. Industry. Lose no Time. Be always employ’d 
in something useful. Cut off all unnecessary Actions. 7. Sincerity. 
Use no hurtful Deceit. Think innocently and justly, and, if you 
speak, speak accordingly. 8. Justice. Wrong none by doing Injuries 
or omitting the Benefits that are your Duty. 9. Moderation. Avoid 
extremes. Forbear resenting Injuries so much as you think they 
deserve. 10. Cleanliness. Tolerate no Uncleanness in Body, Clothes, 
or Habitation. 11. Tranquility. Be not disturbed at Trifles, or at 
Accidents common or unavoidable. 12. Chastity. Rarely use Venery 
but for Health or Offspring, never to Dullness, Weakness, or the 
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Injury of your own or another’s Peace or Reputation. 13. Humility. 
Imitate Jesus and Socrates.25

To acquire these virtues by establishing them as personal habits of behavior, 
Franklin set about to monitor his daily actions with respect to them. He did 
this by “marking every Evening the Faults of the Day” regarding each of 
these virtues, while paying special attention each week to one particular 
virtue so that it would have no faults in its column throughout the whole 
week and thus could be established as a habit. Franklin not only explains 
the design of this heuristic virtue scorecard but he also graphically depicts it 
with the following illustration.

FORM OF THE PAGES
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Drink not to Elevation
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Figure 4.1 Benjamin Franklin’s Table of Virtues.
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Visually the diagram is very clear and plain—a clean, regular rectangular 
grid, whose intersecting straight black lines create blank white squares that 
provide space for the possible placing of discrete black circles or dots. There 
are no curving or diagonal lines, no wiggles and no texturing. Moreover, the 
symbolic functioning of the ink marks here is very simple and abstract. The 
thickness of the lines, the size of the dots or circles and their color or shade 
of black, all these carry no significance. The only functioning of the marks 
is simply being present in their place; abstractly identifying the days of the 
week, the thirteen abstract virtues, and the existence of the day’s occasions 
on which a virtue was violated by the person committing a fault. There is no 
expressive meaning of what that particular virtue feels like or what it feels 
like to fail in it through faulty behavior. In stark contrast to the complex, 
subtle, expressive visuality of calligraphy or ink-wash painting, Franklin’s 
graphic tool of self-study and self-cultivation provides no nuanced sense of 
the author’s personality, style, sentiments, energy, or current mood. Of 
course, the very design of the page shows Franklin’s desire for order, clarity, 
and self-improvement, but there is no personal poetry or subtlety of self-
expression. Rather than the human poignancy of expressive art, we get 
abstract, conceptual bookkeeping by the numbers. Franklin’s method 
suggests the clear division of morals from art and aesthetics that became 
more sharply articulated later in the eighteenth century by Immanuel Kant 
and was later still more fiercely formulated in nineteenth-century notions of 
art for art’s sake. Such a division is antithetical to the Chinese tradition that 
made the aesthetic realms of art and ritual the very pillars of Confucian 
morality.

V

Turning back to that Confucian tradition and its calligraphic painterly 
expression, consider first a famous work that most clearly exemplifies the 
literati theme of self-examining, self-cultivation through the arts: Poet on a 
Mountaintop, by Shen Zhou (1427–1509), a very influential poet-painter of 
the Ming Dynasty who was thoroughly trained in the Confucian classics and 
deeply respectful of that tradition and its expression in the Yuan shidafu 
artistic styles. This work includes a short poem along with its ink-wash 
landscape. The poem, in English translation, reads as follows:

White clouds sash-like
wrap mountain waists,
the rock terrace flies in space
distant, a narrow path.
Leaning on a bramble staff
far and free I gaze,
to the warble of valley brook
I will reply, with my bamboo flute.
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Figure 4.2 Shen Zhou (1427–1509), Poet on a Mountaintop, © public domain.

The poet is presented as a lone figure on an upwardly inclined mountain 
summit. The mountaintop is devoid of trees and overlooks a rocky cliff with 
clouds below and higher mountains in the distance whose peaks emerge 
from the clouds that seem, like a white sash, to wrap the mountains’ middle. 
Like the upward tilting terrace “flying” toward the space of distant 
mountains, the lonely literatus claims to gaze “far and free.” Ostensibly, his 
gaze is to the remote mountains but when we look at the painting his gaze 
is focused directly on the calligraphic poem he has inscribed. In other words, 
the artist’s contemplation of nature is in fact deeply reflective of himself; in 
looking at the landscape he sees himself through the self-expression of his 
painted poetry. This means that the contemplation of nature’s beauties, if 
one’s attention is genuinely profound and heart-felt, will contain some 
reflection of how those scenes makes one feel. One can find oneself reflected 
in the mirror of nature because the Way runs through all things, and the 
artist’s role in depicting nature should essentially include how nature affects 
his heart and mind, because that too belongs to nature’s powers and beauties.
Moreover, we should note that the artist’s reflective contemplation includes 
a distinctively somatic dimension in that he notes his bodily condition of 
leaning on his bramble staff. If the position of leaning implies the bodily 
fatigue of climbing to the mountain peak, then the dark bramble staff (since 
bramble means blackberry) evokes the tools that artistically support the 
calligraphic poet-painter by becoming the active extensions of his body—the 
staff-like brush and black-colored ink of his art. To reinforce still further the 
core ideal of reflective self-cultivation through artistic self-expression, Shen 
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Zhou’s painting suggests that this project goes beyond the arts of the brush. 
The musical warble of the brook is echoed or reflected in the poet’s playing 
of the flute, which is stick-shaped and made from bamboo, just like a writing 
brush, and which seems to hang around the belted waist of the poet’s figure. 
Again, like the staff and the brush, the flute when handled with skillfully 
artistry becomes incorporated as a somatic extension of the artist, endowed 
with the sensitivity and taste of that trained artistic soma.

This theme of contemplating nature as a means of artistic self-examination, 
self-expression, and self-cultivation was already prominent in the renowned 
Yuan dynasty literati artists. Consider Red Cliffs and Green Valleys by 
Wang Meng (ca 1308–1385), which portrays the artist calmly seated on a 
river bank and gazing over the tranquil water, surrounded by a few small 
objects evocative of the arts and somaesthetic pleasures. The long tubular 
object on the artist’s left side is probably meant to be a qin—a traditional 
lute-like musical instrument. That shape could also suggest a rolled-up scroll 
of poetry or painting; the smaller round objects before him and to his right 
might be a teacup and teapot (with its stick-like handle) connoting 
gastronomic pleasures, but they may instead be a censer and a mini charcoal 
stove, suggesting the beauties of smell. Whatever these objects are, they 
suggest aesthetic pursuits that involve the skills and pleasures of the body 
through the use of tools. The qin, like the brush, is a way of extending the 
body and its aesthetic capacities through a tool that requires a well-trained 
body whose cultivation involves more than skillful hands and which can 
create harmonies of beauty to enrich not only the individual but the 
environing social world.

Water is nature’s paradigm mirror, so Wang Meng’s image of river 
contemplation evokes self-reflection. The theme of self-examination is 
highlighted in the poem inscribed at the top right of the scroll, because it 
distinctly raises the existential questions of how the artist got to his present 
place, where he will go in the future, and if he will reach his goals in the brief 
time of human life.

Far away, among a hundred thousand blue mountains,
vermilion cliffs and green valleys, deep and impenetrable.
The wind through pine trees brings the sound of a waterfall from the
edge of the sky;
the scent of flowers emerges from the cave, pervading the clouds.
When did the fishing boat bring me here?
Where shall I meet the hermits of the Qin?
Springtime is brief and flowers fall.
Only the river flows, eastward, year after year.

The work’s somaesthetic dimension is expressed in the rich aesthetic 
experience of natural beauty that appeals to the body’s diverse senses: lush 
colors for vision, fragrant scents that may be so pervasive one can almost 
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taste them, the pleasing sounds of a waterfall brought by the wind, a wind 
which can be heard through the pines but also felt tactilely on one’s skin, 
just as the qin’s music is felt not only in the ears but in the player’s plucking 
fingers. Somaesthetic self-examination can also be read into the juxtaposed 
placement of the standing boy’s small body behind the larger seated painter-
poet. On the literal level, the boy seems a mere servant, but metaphorically 
he could represent the child that the artist once was but who now, having 
grown to adulthood, sits and examines himself—looking forward to where 
he will go and what he will become, but also looking backward to who he 
has been and what he has done. If the poet’s real eyes face forward to what 
he can still achieve, his mental eyes of contemplation also look back on what 

Figure 4.3 Wang Meng (ca 1308–1385), Red Cliffs and Green Valleys, © public 
domain.
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he has already accomplished by cultivating his talents, as the river of time 
inexorably passes. The poem’s contemplative vision also expresses a utopian 
mood, since its mention of the cave’s pervasive scent of flowers, the fishing 
boat, and the hermits of the Qin unmistakably refer to the fisherman story 
of the famous Chinese “Peach Blossom” fable (Taohua Yuan 桃花源記) 
written by Tao Yuanming in 421. This utopian fable tells of a fisherman 
who accidentally sailed into a river whose banks were covered with peach 
petals. The river ended in a cave that led to a magically peaceful village 
established long ago by people seeking reclusive refuge from the unhappy 
strife of the Qin dynasty and whose ensuing generations of villagers never 
wanted to renew their contact with the outside world.

The solitary fisherman roaming alone through natural landscapes became 
a familiar image for contemplative literati painting, along with that of the 
meditative literatus himself and, in a sense, metaphorically representing 
him. Consider Fisherman by a Wooded Bank, a small but famous hand-
scroll painting-with-poem by the renowned Yuan master Wu Zhen 
(1280–1354). As Fong notes, the fisherman’s figure, “briskly done in a few 
strokes and dots, is a marvel of abbreviation, while the rocks and trees, 
depicted with the same halting round blunt brushstrokes and clustered ink 
dots, bristle with energy and liveliness.”26 Above the fisher’s forward-leaning 
figure, curved in concentrated thought, the artist brushes the following 
poem in a clear cursive script:

Red leaves west of the village reflect evening rays,
Yellow reeds on a sandy bank cast early moon shadows.
Lightly stirring his oar,
Thinking of returning home,
He puts aside his fishing pole, and will catch no more.

Caught between day and night, sun and moon, his work of fishing and the 
haven of rest at home, the artist’s cosmic mood of self-examining reflection 
by a waterside scene is heightened here because reflections come not simply 
through the water but through the red leaves and yellow reeds, respectively 
reflecting the setting sun’s rays and the early moon shadows. The situation 
is one of thoughtful deliberative decision: should he continue his day’s 
labors or refresh himself by ending them? “Thinking of returning home,” 
how does he perform this thinking? Not by empty-handed meditation, but 
by “lightly stirring his oar.” Thinking is done through bodily action, and is 
proprioceptively felt through the body. This light stirring of the oar, 
moreover, makes a brilliant metaphor for self-expressive brushwork artistry 
in painting and poetry that edifies while it entertains. The oar in water is like 
the brush in ink, skillfully guided by the person’s hands and body but also 
guiding the person to a new position or new conditions of understanding.

Wen Fong rightly claims, “As a symbol of reclusion, the leisurely fisherman 
was contrasted with the harassed official struggling to cope with the 
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Figure 4.4 Wu Zhen (1280–1354), Fisherman by a Wooded Bank, © public domain.

complexities of court life.”27 But I would add that, in this particular work, 
we can also see the fishing pole (which, like the oar, is a stick that is skillfully 
moved in water and thus can symbolize the brush) as symbolizing the bonds 
of official clerical work with the brush that a scholar might confront in 
government or courtly service and which sharply contrast to the free exercise 
of his brush in “lightly stirring” aesthetic pursuits of self-cultivation and 
self-expression. The poem’s idea of returning home could then likewise be 
read in terms of the classical Chinese idea of self-cultivation as returning to 
oneself rather than seeking the glory of worldly success. Indeed the poem, in 
the original Chinese, does not specifically mention the word “home”; its 
literal meaning is more general, something like an interrogative “now to 
return perhaps.”28

In the classical paintings we have discussed, human bodies are pictorially 
represented. But traditional ink-wash painting often conveys somaesthetic 
themes of self-expression and self-cultivation without painting any human 
figures but instead symbolically suggesting them: either by highlighting their 
absence (for example, through empty dwellings, like the pavilion in paintings 
such as Ni Zan’s Empty Pavilion in a Pine Grove) or instead by depicting 
surrogate natural objects whose figures are somehow human like. Ni Zan’s 
well-known work entitled Six Gentleman (1345) provides a fine example of 
this second strategy. As described in the poem that his teacher (the renowned 
Huang Gongwang) brushed in at the top right of the painting, the sad clump 
of six trees, having weathered the autumn flood, remain standing together 
face to face, isolated on a hill slope. These six figures constitute a poignant 
symbol of the disenfranchised Confucian scholar-class after the Mongol 
conquest, especially if we remember the Confucians insistence on the “six 
arts” as the core of their educational philosophy.
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VI

Leaping over more than 700 years, we consider Pan Gongkai as a fine 
exemplar of contemporary literati ink-wash painting. A paradigm Confucian 
polymath, Pan has been strikingly successful not only in the visual genres of 
painting, installation, and architecture, but also in art historical scholarship 
and theory. By further excelling in the practical fields of art education and 
academic administration, Pan moreover realizes the Confucian idea of high-
level public service. Uniting Pan’s diverse and extensive activities, I believe, is 
his advocacy and practice of art as a way of life. Like the traditional literati 
artists, Pan sees the main goal in art not as the production of fine objects but 
as the cultivation of the self through study, practice, and creative 
experimentation. “I make my life itself as a work of art…I do experiments 
with my own life,” he explains.29 This ancient Chinese idea of integrating the 
arts to serve the art of living is something I share with Pan, and that I try to 
revive through a theory of philosophy as an ethical and somaesthetic art of 
living whose achievement of beauty requires embodied intelligence in feeling, 
thought, and action, which must be developed through disciplined training.30

I focus here on Pan’s 2011 Venice Biennale installation Snow Melting in 
Lotus, which reflects his attempt to critically examine himself as a tradition-
respecting but forward-looking Chinese artist in today’s challenging 
international scene that, despite postcolonial globalizing trends, is still 
dominated by the modern Western concept of art. Although combining 
image and text, as in the literati tradition, Pan’s installation goes strikingly 
beyond classical ink-wash painting by introducing new media and new 
modes of somatic interaction with the work. But such innovation only 
reinforces the potently pragmatic Confucian idea of preserving tradition by 
renewing it with freshness and contemporary relevance. Built onto the 
massive oil tanks that cut through the center of the old warehouse housing 
the Biennale’s Chinese pavilion, Pan’s work consists of a long corridor 
framed by a pair of tall, twenty-four-meter long panels of black ink-wash 
painting representing a drooping lotus, rendered in his distinctive 
contemporary style. The corridor is artificially chilled and scented with lotus 
fragrance. Onto the upper part of long panels of painted lotus, Pan projects, 
in the form of snow, the white letters of the English translation of his text 
on modern Western art and art theory. These white letters continuously 
disintegrate and fall like snowflakes onto the painted lotus below.

The work’s message is clearly that Western art and art theory are 
continuously projected onto Chinese aesthetic culture from above, thus 
bringing new brightness but threatening to bury or obscure China’s own 
rich artistic tradition. But this message can be read both positively and more 
negatively. Optimistically, such Western imports melt into the continuously 
evolving, enduringly beautiful Chinese forms of lotus (a flower symbolizing 
purity and rebirth), nourishing the flowers of traditional Chinese art with 
moisture but not burying, destroying, or displacing them. West and East 
here coexist in active tension and moving beauty, without an isolating
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Figure 4.5 Ni Zan (1301–1374), Six Gentlemen, © public domain.
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separation, but also without coercive fusion. More critically and sadly, 
Pan’s lotus, which he describes as “withered,” suggests that traditional 
Chinese art is genuinely suffering from the continual piling on of Western 
influences that chill the native Chinese cultural environments, whose lotuses 
need warm climates and sunlight to thrive, even if they can emerge from the 
darkest muddy pond of water. Here the lotus—a signature emblem of Pan 
Gongkai’s work and thus of himself as an artist who lives his art—is 
somewhat withered and continuously assailed by the cold snow but is still 
holding its ground and refusing to fold its petals to hide or be buried. This 
should remind us of Ni Zan’s poignant pines in Six Gentlemen, struggling 
but still standing despite being battered by the stormy weather of the autumn 
flood. Both use natural storms to signify a problematic sociocultural 
situation caused by foreign pressure. With Pan Gongkai it is not the scourge 
of invading Mongolian rulers who were too uncivilized to appreciate 
Chinese culture and its literati, but rather that of Western artworld 
conquerors who perhaps are no better than the Mongols when it comes to 
truly appreciating China’s rich artistic traditions.

I could say more about the complex cultural politics that defines Pan 
Gonkai’s sense of self as an artist, theorist, and educator and that sets the 
challenges that inspire his self-expression and self-cultivation. But I should 
end this paper by underlining the somaesthetic themes portrayed in this 
powerful work from the Venice Biennale that was later adapted for other 
installation spaces. First, consider that in Snow Melting in Lotus Pan 
Gonkai’s text is not painted with a brush and black ink in Chinese characters 
but instead projected through electronic means and written in white English 
letters that have been typed on a computer keyboard. The contrast of colors 
underlines the contrast of media that implies very different bodily skills and 
somatic expression. To type on a keyboard we need only to recognize the 
character we wish to type; we do not need to know how to draw or trace it 
through the movement of our hand. Although our bodies must be engaged 
in the act of typing, such engagement is more limited than in brush work. In 
regarding a computer-generated text we cannot see whether the typing was 
performed with swift, smooth, and graceful use of one’s hands or instead 
done with painful slowness by one clumsy finger. Characters composed by 
typing on a computer keyboard are uniform and do not permit the nuanced 
expression of the writer’s mood or energy that calligraphy conveys 
somatically through the different ways the hand wields the brush in terms of 
thickness, lightness, force, dryness, or density of ink color. Moreover, the 
pale disintegrating white letters remind us how a computer text can be 
deleted much more easily than one painted through the more somatically 
demanding means of brush and ink on silk or paper. This difference in 
bodily engagement is clearly reflected by the contrast in size between small 
white letters of type and the very large, energetically brushed lines of the 
painted lotus, lines whose movement indicates how Pan’s own body must 
have moved with energetic action to paint those flowing forms.31
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Figure 4.6 Pan Gongkai, Snow Melting in Lotus (2011), courtesy of the artist.

Beyond these points emerging from the Chinese brushwork/English typing 
contrast, further somaesthetic themes arise prominently in the viewer’s 
aesthetic experience. That is because the viewer must be more than a simple 
viewer to properly appreciate this installation piece, which explicitly appeals 
to more than the eyes. The visitor must walk through the long corridor 
framed by the two painted panels, thus experiencing the work kinesthetically 
through her own bodily motion, coordinated with her moving eyes that 
follow the falling text and flowing lotus forms. Appreciating this work 
involves appreciating the lovely lotus fragrance that pervades the work’s 
architectural space, just as it includes appreciating the corridor’s refreshing 
coolness as a tactile pleasure on the surface of the skin. In a venue like 
Venice known for the unpleasant heat and stench of its summers, what 
better way to suggest art’s diverse sensory pleasures than fragrant coolness, 
while also underlining the somaesthetic theme that art is perceived through 
the individual’s variety of senses which are essentially transmodal and 
especially well integrated in aesthetic experience? Dr. Peng Feng, who 
curated the Chinese Pavilion in Venice and selected Pan’s work along with 
four others that are rich in nonvisual sensory stimulation and satisfactions, 
explicitly recognizes somaesthetics as underlying his curatorial project in 
Venice.32 His Venice show with Pan powerfully asserts the somaesthetic 
theme that the body’s most crucial yet neglected role in art is not as an 
object of representation nor as a mere physical tool for producing art objects 
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but rather as a sensitive, discriminating subjectivity through whose skilled 
perception we not only appreciate the beauty and art that we encounter but 
also learn to fashion new aesthetic visions. As a critical meliorative project 
of theory and practice directed toward improving body consciousness, 
somaesthetics aims to make us better equipped to appreciate and to create 
art’s aesthetic experience. But its ambitions reach well beyond the world of 
art, by employing aesthetic experience in the broader quest for self-
cultivation, self-knowledge, and self-expression. Somaesthetics shares the 
goal of shuimo hua painters who practice their art as a way of life focused 
on continuous refinement not merely to edify and entertain themselves but 
to provide an inspiring model for others.
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 8 John Hay, “The Human Body and Calligraphy,” in Theories of the Arts in 
China, ed. Susan Bush and Christian Murck (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1983), 74.

 9 Hay provides a detailed account of this in terms of traditional Chinese medicine 
in John Hay, “The Human Body and Calligraphy,” 74-102.

10 Quoted in Hay, “The Human Body and Calligraphy,” 85. Compare also the 
remark of Zhang Huaiguan 张怀瓘 (713-741): “A horse is considered superior 
when it has much sinew and little flesh, inferior when it has much flesh and little 
sinew. Calligraphy is also like this” (Hay, 91). Note also the remark of a Yuan 
dynasty writer, Chen Yiceng, who claims “Characters are born from ink, ink is 
born from water; water is the blood of characters” (Hay, 96).

11 For a very detailed analysis of these two principles and their relation to Chinese 
medicine, see John Hay, “Values and History in Chinese Painting, I,” Res: 
Anthropology and Aesthetics 6 (1983): 72-111, and John Hay, “Values and 
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History in Chinese Painting, II,” Res: Anthropology and Aesthetics 7/8 (1984): 
102-36.

12 Burton Watson, The Complete Works of Chuang Tsu (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1968), 228.

13 The quote is from the great Song poet-artist-calligrapher Su Shi, cited and 
translated in Gao, The Expressive Act in Chinese Art, 82.

14 Gao, The Expressive Act in Chinese Art, 83.
15 See Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, Book VI, 1140a1-1140b25, in Richard 

McKeon (ed.), The Basic Works of Aristotle (New York: Random House, 1968), 
1025-1027.

16 Cahill, Hills beyond a River, 4.
17 Gao, The Expressive Act in Chinese Art, 56.
18 Cahill, Hills beyond a River, 5-6.
19 Ibid., 17-8.
20 Gao, The Expressive Act in Chinese Art, 168.
21 Fong, Beyond Representation, 432.
22 Wang Xizhi, “Ti Wei Furen ‘Bizhentu’ Hou,” in Fashu Yaolu, ed. Hong Pimo 

(Shanghai: Shanghai Shuhua Chubanshe, 1986), 7. I use Gao’s translation with 
a minor grammatical adjustment of its last sentence. See Gao, The Expressive 
Act in Chinese Art, 152.

23 Ink wash painting also negotiates another tension: the erasure of self through the 
desire to absorb the spirit of what one is painting and the expression of self in 
how one’s self appreciates and conveys that spirit.

24 Fong, Beyond Representation, 122-3.
25 Benjamin Franklin, The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin (Bedford, Mass.: 

Applewood Books, 2008), 126-7.
26 Fong, Beyond Representation, 450.
27 Ibid.
28 The poem reads: 红叶村西夕照余，黄芦滩畔月痕初。轻拨棹，且归欤，挂起渔

竿不钓鱼。(hongye cunxi xizhao yu, huanglu tanban yuehen chu. qing ba zhao, 
qie gui yu, guaqi yugan bu diaoyu.)

29 Pan Gongkai’s quotation comes from his interview with Wang Ruiyun, published 
(in Chinese) in Wang Ruiyun (ed.), Great Appearance without Appearing 
(Beijing: CAFA Arts Museum, 2010), 4.

30 I have had some very instructive discussions with Pan Gongkai about art theory 
and the idea of philosophy as an art of living. Extracts from one of those 
discussions are published (in Chinese) in “艺术边界问题对谈” [“Dialog on the 
Boundary of Art”], Poetry Calligraphy Painting 3 (2011): 162-71. Another of 
our dialogues “On Philosophy, Art, and Life,” is published (in English and 
Chinese) in The Journal of Somaesthetics, 1 (2015), 42-85, and is available 
online at https://journals.aau.dk/index.php/JOS/article/view/1071/941

31 The projected white letters also move, but their movement is in their disintegration 
and falling, which contrasts with the expressive motion of the painting’s brush 
work whose somatic kinetic flow remains firmly visible in the non-disintegrating 
brushed black forms.

32 See Peng Feng’s dialog with me about the show in Richard Shusterman, 
“Discussion with Peng Feng,” Art Press 379 (June 2011, Venice Biennale 
Supplement): 24-5. He is also the one who first introduced the term somaesthetics 
into contemporary Chinese aesthetics, as the first Chinese translator of my work 
in this field, translating three books: Pragmatist Aesthetics, Practicing Philosophy, 
and Performing Live.
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